
the placement of the two B1 modes 

can influence the output of the A0 (or

Helmholtz) mode. This is very important

for the lower register of instruments. 

Colin Gough might have had a 

difficult slot after that, but his advances 

in finite element analysis keep everybody 

interested. This is a system that essentially

allows you to build a computer-model

‘virtual’ violin by defining parameters –

shape, density, stiffness, damping, and 

so on – which can then be changed to 

see the effect. By being able to change 

one parameter at will and observing the

outcome we can learn a lot about the way

our instruments work. The more accurate

this model becomes, and the closer it is to

the real thing, the more useful it will be

to us as makers.

In the afternoon we finish 

rethicknessing both of our bad violin

plates. We feel that we don’t need to

replace the bass bar but will reshape it

instead. We glue the back on to the ribs

before dinner, and the front after eating.

I then get a short private tutorial on

how to produce the fantastically revealing

moving images in George’s software –

I hope I can remember all the steps. 

As we finish, Fan Tao asks me to join

him, Colin Gough and Brian Newnam to

play a string quartet, so we read through

the Mendelssohn E minor.

Then George, Terry and I string up 

our ‘bad violin’ – the glue has had enough

time to dry – and rename it the ‘not so

bad violin’. The difference is remarkable,

and so far we have pretty much only done

what any capable violin maker would have

done, although backed up by our modal

analysis. The strength of the technique

should really show in the next step, when

things are not nearly as obvious any more.

But it’s too late to carry out any more

modal analysis and we retire with other

course members for whisky and prawns.

Friday 4 July

At breakfast I greet the Americans on

Independence Day with a toast to the

royal family – I just can’t resist – but no

nationalistic heckles rise, so we turn to

talking about acoustics again.

This morning, George Stoppani’s

moving images again grab our attention.

But this time he shows us not the actual

movement of the plate but where and 

how the plates bend most: longitudinal,

transversal and twisting. In the case of the

front he is also able to show us with colours

where the bending energy is stored. This

will give very good indications as to how 

to change modal behaviour deliberately.

It’s all very exciting: I’m really looking

forward to working more on this for myself.

Late in the afternoon I try to measure

our ‘not so bad violin’, but my computer

and measurement equipment play tricks

on me. Just before dinner time the 

technology cooperates again and I decide

to try an extremely quick non-averaged

modal analysis of the top plate.

After dinner George and I analyse the

violin properly and have a quick look at

the results. They seem to fit with what

we heard, which is again reassuring. 

We go some way to identifying the path 

of future proceedings but sadly, we’re 

out of time to do the next step this week.

It’s something I’ll be continuing back 

in my workshop in London.

It’s high time to pack away nearly

50kg of tools and equipment, all of 

which needs to find space in my 

suitcases. Well after midnight, we find 

the participants of the Advanced Topics

violin  workshop having fun on the terrace

of their residence. Time for the last beer 

of this year’s Oberlin.

Saturday 5 July

The morning consists of the presentations

of results of our various projects. I also give

a short presentation on a little research

project that Hans Pluhar and I carried 

out in the two previous weeks about 

correlation of plate stiffness, weight

and free-plate frequencies.

Over lunch the whole workshop is 

scrutinised and shortly afterwards I take

my shuttle to the airport. It’s time to enter

the real world again, but I will continue

the acoustical work and am looking

forward to more inspiring input at the 

next acoustics workshop in 2009. 

Joseph Curtin gives a talk about instrument playability

Nori Tagawa tries out the ‘bad violin’
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